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                            Introduction
    The urban area differs distinctly from its surrounding area in landscape, 
function and  morphology. Further, the interior of the former itself is not a 
uniformly homogeneous area, but is formed as an organic unit composed of 
heterogeneous parts  mutually correlated closely. As these heterogeneous 
parts develop their activity such as politics, industry, commerce etc., the 
constituent elements of each function are concentrated, and the so-called  areal 
differentiation of the urban interior is made. 
    So far as such differentiation is concerned, that of commercial function 
appears earlier and is easily observed through shops. Several  reports') have 
been presented about the individual shop distribution. Here the writer tries to 
study on shopping streets as they are an assembly of group of shops . Then, 
even if the areal differentiation of the urban interior can not be explained 
clearly from this view only, the types of shopping streets will be affected by 
the functions of the surrounding area to some extent. 
          1. Classification and typification of shopping street. 
a) Classification of shopping street. 
    A row of shops is, as was formerly described, one of the urban  landscapes . 
The writer takes up the shopping streets with shop-ratio2' of more than 
 1) Y. Ogasawara, M.  Nakayama and  L  Kashimura: Characteristic Factors of Tanabe, 
         Wakayama Prefecture.  Geogr. Rev. Japan.  17  (1941), 629. 
    K.  Kagami: Nagoya, Viewed from Production  and Sale.  Geogr. Rev. Japan.  15  (1939), 
          35. 
    H.  Sasaki: Reconnaissance of the City Centre of  Tayö . Geogr. Rev. Japan. 9  (1933), 
        755. 
    T.  Sakurai: Type of  Dktribution of Occupation in  rt,:unomiya . Jour.  Geogr.  Tokyo 
       46 (1934), 550. 
    T.  Sasada: The Distribution of Stores at Sendai. Anna).  Tahoku  Geogr.  Assor. 2 
        (1949), No.  2,3 (1), 76. 
 2) Y.  Tomita: Study on Formosan Town.  TOagaku, No. 6, (1942), 61. 
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                Fig. 1. Shop-ratio in  Sendai City. (1951) 
50  ',),; as the object under consideration. Fig. 1 shows the shop-ratio diagram 
of Sendai City as an example. 
    For the classification of the shopping streets to study their functions, the 
writer here gathers data after the first classification of the following table, and 
then adopts the second one for calculation in order to avoid the troublesome-
ness of too close classification. 
    In the course of classification of shopping streets according to the 
preceding table, the proportion of elements in Table 1 calculated for unit




  department store, restaurant, dealer in precious metals 
  (stones), art works shop, foreign goods shop, dry 
 • goods store,  cosmetic shop, drug store , book shop, 




grocer, candy store, dealer in condiments, shoe shop 
(clog), china-shop, barber, laundry, public bath, 
hardware  shop, kitchen ware shop,   etc. 
bank, company office, business  office,   etc. 
agricultural machine shop, stone dealer, blacksmith, 
manure shop, dealer in seed, fishing  implemen', ship 





locally concentrating shops 
element "d"
streets as in the case of shop-ratio differs from place to place. In some case, 
concentrating shops gain prominence in some place and dispersive shops in 
other places, even in one continuous shopping street, and there appears some 
abrupt change in the above proportion. Such a discontinuity of the propor-
tion of the elements shows the difference in structure of function of the 
shopping street. 
    A comparison of the proportion of the four elements in the second 
classification concerning the shopping street of a city, suggests some groups 
which have nearly equal tendencies of their own. And these groups of 
shopping street have been put through  "2:2-test" (level of significance 10  %), 
to find out whether there are any differences of proportion of the constituent 
elements or not. 
b). Type of shopping street. 
    Then a representative of one group is selected which shows most 
approximate value to the "expectation" in the group, and such representatives 
of the groups in 11 cities are put through "x2-test" again. Thus the writer 
can obtain 13 groups of them (Table 2). 
    The writer takes the average of the proportions of one kind of  element 
for all the respective groups, and makes it the general type of each group. 
This is shown in the following graphs (Fig. 2). Some groups with small 
examples are shown only for information.  (AT,  AI  V,  CI, C11 and  Dr are shown 
by broken  lines.)
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Aomori  Hachinoh2 Ishinomaki Hakodate Otaru Asahikawa
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                   Fig. 2. 13 types of shopping streets. 
                        Abscissa shows the 2nd classificationin Table 1. 
            II. Pattern of each type of  shopping' streets 
    The types of shopping streets are distributed in each city as seen in 
 Fig.  3. From this figure, the types of shopping streets and their general 
pattern are described as follows. 
    Types  Pu_Iv,  CI—TITThese types exist in the streets which show high 
percentage of shop-ratio. The shopping streets of types and  C1_111 lie
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              Fig. 3. The distribution of types of shopping streets. 
in the main parts of the central area, the former playing as commercial 
centres and the  latter as business centres. The differences among these types 
have already been  investigated3). It is thought that they relate closely to the 
varieties of urban characters. Further consideration and treatment on these 
points is to be done in future. 
 3)  K.  Tanabe.  and  It  Fujitnoto: Preliminary  stu  ly of  shodpinq, street in  intra-city area.  
. Read before  the  8th Annual Meeting of the  Ttihoku Geogr.  Assoc. (1951 Apr.).
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    Types  BE_‘-: The shopping streets of these types are found outside the 
central area, and are supported by the residential area as is understood from 
their constituent elements, prominent in the necessaries of daily life. These 
five types are named respectively according to their varieties of the structure, 
position and the character. 
    Type  Br  .  Pre-central shopping street. 
This type appears in two ways-  - -close to -the central area or completely 
isolated from it. The former is strongly affected by the central area and  is.
 The  Shopping  Street:  1.t.  Type, Pattern and  it  Arrangement  2';
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                                        The structure resembles that 
 of type  B1 very much. But                     
, : •  Bii has a business func-
f \-... . ;?'7.4. .-----: tion, while B1 has a co m- 
                $*                                           mercial one. Both  Br and              .-    : . .. .. ,                                                                                               ,                
-4..0,. 
                        ,, Bnhave rather ample collec- 
                                                      ...":.....,. ......::,.,1.11)                                            tive elements and  concentra -
                                         tive elements and also have 
           „ -                i . 
. - a tendency to become the                
' - core of the city . Under 
                                          such considerations, they are 
                                       thought to be the transitional
   02                                          types between the central — 1                
I  ' and peripheral types . But 
they cannot be regarded as the same type by  "x.'-'-test". 
    Type  B111: Pseudo-central shopping street. 
From the point of view of constituent element, it resembles type  Btv, but it 
has an advantageous condition of  the site. It has therefore a collective 
element with much higher proportion compared to that of  lily (Morioka,
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Yamagata, Hachinohe, Aomori, Otaru). Its location resembles that of  Br but it 
has lower percentage of business factors , and it is not thought to play the role 
of a sub-centre. 
    Type  Bly  : Shopping street for neighbourhood. 
Shopping streets of this type lie interior of the residential area and are 
supported by daily  necessarieb of residents . They generally show lower 
shop-ratios of values , and involve even such streets or store clusters with 
shop-ratios less than 50  %. 
    Type  By  : Shopping street for hinterland . 
Shopping streets of this type supply the daily demands just like  Brrr ,  Biv, 
but it is located in the urban limbs (Sendai , Akita, Morioka, Asahikawa) or 
near the harbour  (Ishinomaki, Otaru). 
    Type  D:  Ishinomaki is the only one example of this type . This type 
of shopping  street, containing more ample element "d" than Type By, has 
special function that supplies the demands of fishery and agriculture. 
                      Summary and Conclusion 
    Above  investigation into the combination of the shopping streets and the 
areal structure of the city, shows the following types of shopping streets . 
Central type  Ai-Tv Central shopping  street Central area 
 Central business street 
Transitional type  B1 Pre-central shopping street Connecting area 
 Bu Mixed shopping street 
Peripheral type  Blir  Pseudo-central shopping  street Residential area 
 Biv Shopping street for neighbourhood 
               By Shopping  street for hinterland 
    The appearance of each type of the shopping streets in a city varies 
according to the physical position, population, history, function and the degree 
of functional differentiation of the city. 
    In conclusion, the arrangement of various types of shopping streets are 
expected to be shown in Figure 4 from several examples considered empirically 
and synthetically of the cities in  TOhoku and  Hokkaid6 regions. 
    Finally the writer heartily thanks to Prof.  Yoshir6 Tomita and Assist. 
Prof. Ken-ichi Tanabe for their venevolent supervisions and precious counsels 
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                                          Fig. 4.
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